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To all whom, iš may concerºn, : 
Beit known that I, ALBERT S. How ARD, a. 

eitizen of the United States, and resident of 
of Providence 

and State of Rhode Island, have invented 
certain new and usefti improvements in 
Holders for Webbing, of which the follow 
ing is & Specifieation. 
The bject of the present invention is to 

providº a cº, 3ainer for Folled fabrics, par 
ticularly those in the nature of elastic web 
bing, tape, ribbon, or any fabric or webbing 
which is comparatively narrow. 
The object is to provide a box in which 

such fabric can be contained and from which 
it may be drawn as needed, having means 
for rewinding the fabric when a length 
greater than is needed has been drawn from 
the box. 
A further object has been to provide a 

simple and inexpensive means for mounting 
a roll of fabric in a box or container and at 
the same time to furnish means for rotating 
the roll for the purpose of winding, as above 
indicated. 

In the accompanying drawings wherein 
have shown the preferred embodiment of my 
invention, Figure 1 is a perspective view of 
the entire container. Fig. 2 is a cross section 
on line 2-2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a view sini 
lar to Fig. 2 showing a somewhat different 
arrangelement. 
The same reference characters indicate the 

same palts in all the figures. 
In the drawings the container or box is 

represented by a. This container is con 
veniently and preferably a pasteboard box 
of suitable dimensions to contain a roll of 
webbing, having an opening at one of its 
sides, or at two opposite sides, if desired, 
and having a cover b to close the open side. 
As shown in the drawings, the container be 
ing of pasteboard construction, the cover is || 
integrally connected with one end wall of 
the box on a crease c, and has a flap d to 
tuck inside the opposite end wall. There 
are also flapse and f on intermediate side 
walls arranged to underlie the cover when 
closed. The roll of webbing can be slipped 
into the open side of the box and inclosed by 
closing the cover. 

As appears from Fig. 2 the webbing h 
is prepared in the form of a roll wound 
upon a reel or center i, which is preferably 
a tube of pasteboard or other inexpensive 
material, but may be otherwise constructed. 
An essential feature of the reel or center, 
however, is that it shall have a cavity in one 
end or in both ends. The tubular form is, 
of course, open from end to end, and this 
central opening is, for the purpose of the 
present invention, the equivalent of a cavity 
extending inwardly from the end of the 
center. In one of the end walls, as k, of the 
box there is an opening hocated approxi 
mately in the eenter of the wall and of a 
size approximating that of the cavity in the 
reel or center . It is also approximately 
circular in outline. Owing to its location, it 
lies in registry with the eavity of the reel 
eenter when the roll of webbing is properly 
placed in the box. represents a thimble or 
hub having sides so shaped and propor 
tiºned as to pass through the opening in the 
box wall and enter the cavity in the center i, 
when the roll is thus placed in the box, it 
also has a lip or flange m adapted to overtie 
the outer side of the box wall and cover 
the edges of the opening therei, giving a 
finished appearance. The thinbke also may 
have an end wall t crossing the cavity of 
the center, although this is not an absolutely 
essential feature of the invention and merely 
enhances the appearance of the article. The 
hub or thimble may be described as having 
an edge or lip overlying the end wall of the 
box around the opening therein, and having 
a centrally offset portion passing through 
such opening into the cavity of the center i. 
The sides of such offset portion, which are 
in effect the sides of the thimble, fit easily 
within the center i, and the center may 
thereby be easily inserted and removed. At 
approximately diametrically opposite points 
in the sides of the thimble are holes through 
which pass the ends o of a locking device or 
baii p. such bail being preferably of wire 
and the ends o being sufficiently thin to 
penetrate to some extent the material of the 
center after passing through the holes of 
the thimble. Thus the bail connects the 
thimble to the center, preventing the thimble 
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mately equal to the width of the webbing 

end of the center or tube i. The webbing 

from dropping out. The bail also serves as 
a means for rotating the roll to wind the 
Webbing thereon. Consequently, it is so 
formed that it may project outwardly from 
the thimble as indicated in Fig. 3, and when 
placed so as thus to project, it may be 
grasped and turned as a handle. It may, 
however, be thrown back out of the way, 
since it is so proportioned between its ends 
that it may be placed in the offset part of 
the thimble within the side walls thereof, as 
indicated in Figs. Í and 2. The end of the 
webbing is carried through a slot g in one 
of the sides of the box, as indicated in Fig. 
, so that even though the cover of the 
box be closed, the webbing may be drawn 
out so that whatever lengths may be needed 
can be cut off. 

It will be seen that a Foi o webbing ca. 
be easily placed in the box and inclosed 
therein; that when thus placed it, Inay be 
Secured in such a position as to permit so 
tating by externa application of force, by 
insertion of the thimble and Snapping the 
bail p in place. As the thimble is prefer 
ably of sheet retai, the lip an adds to ap 
preciable amount to the total thick aess of 
the box, and when the baii is turied back, 
as shown in Figs, 3 a.ad 2, there is nothing 
projecting from the side of the box. Heace 
boxes can be stacked cine upon another and 
when so stacked they rest evenly on each 
other and form a straight pile. 

It is intended that the thickness of the box 
from one end to the other shall be appyroxi. 

EAS 

shown in Fig. 3, so that the roli of Webbing 
will be guided by the ends of the box and 
the turns of the webbing will not slip off 
froin the rol. it may not be practicable, 
however, to have boxes to fit all sizes of 
webbing, and so in order to accommodate 
webbing much narrower than the available 
box, provide an attachment shoWIa in Figs. 
and 2. This consists of a guard plater 

of pasteboard or other similar material 
adapted to fit easily in the box aid having 
a central hole whereby it may slip over one 

being roiled about the other end of the 
tube is confined between the plate r and the 
front walk of the box. Eilers or springs 
s are interposed between the back Wall i, of 
the box and the plate 7. These fiers or 
springs may be made in any desired way 
and of any suitable material. Á convenient 
and inexpensive way is to make then of a 
piece of cardboard bent double, but not so 
far bent as to break and to have its elas 
ticity destroyed. The arrangement where 
the webbing is approximately equal in width 
to the interior of the box is shown in Fig. 3. 

{ clam 
i. A holder for webbing comprising a box 

Cr case, 67:4 of the sides of which has an 
opeiiig aga'exiinateiyin the center thereof, 
à roi Oº oizag contained within said box 
and including a reel center having a recess 
in one end located in substantial registry 
With said Side opening of the box, a thimble. 
Ol hub having a Jin lying on the outer side 
of in a box and a central portion offset 
through the side opening into the recess of 
Said reel center, and means detachably se 
curing said thirable to said center. 

2. A horder for Webbing comprising a box 
OT case, one of the sides of which has an 
8pening approximately in the center thereof, 
a roli pë Webbing contained within said box 
and including a tube on which the webbing 
is rolled, Said roll being removable from the 
box, and when in place having one end of 
the it be ii tegisty yiti the side opening 
of the box, à thimble lying in said tube end 
aid prejecting these from through said open 
i?ig and having a tip overlying the box wall, 
and & Spiring baii having pintle ends passing 
through diametrically opposite openings of 
the himble into engagement with the tube, 

. Serving as a means to secure the thimble de 
Richa:bily to the tub? and as a means to ro 
ate tire Same. 

3. h. holder for Webbing comprising in 
Combinaation a bos, a roll of webbing con 
tained within Said box, a reel center upon 
Which Said Webbing is rolled having a recess 
in its end, a nemher contained in said recess, 
extending through the adjacent wall of the 
box and having a part overlying such wall, 
aliad imeans for detachably connecting said 
Yember to the center. 
4. A holder for webbing comprising in 

combination a box, a rol of webbing con 
tained in Said box, a tube on which the Web 
bing is rolled, a hub having tubular walls 
With holes in then passing through an open 
ing in the Wall of the box and into the end 
of the tube, and a locking device having ends 
detachably passing through such holes in 
Said tubular walls into engagement with the 
sides of the tube. 

5. A holder for webbing comprising in 
combination a box having walls, one of 
which is provided with an opening, a roll 
of webbing contained in said box, a tube on 
which the webbing is rolied, a hlub having 
tubular wallis with holes in then passing 
through the opening in the Wall of 'ze box 
and into the end of the tube, and a locking de 
vice having ends detachably passing through 
Such holes in said tubular was into engage 
inent with the sides of tie tube, said locking 
device having a bowed central part pivotally 
ao:Inted by aeans of its ends and adapted 
to be swung into the space surrounded by 
said tular Walls and into a position where 
in it projects from the box wall. 

6. The combination of a box having end 
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Walls, a roll of webbing contained in said the latter is confined between the plate and 
box, the webbing being of less width than the the opposite end wall. 0. 
distance between said end walls, a central In testimony whereof I have affixed my 
member on which said webbing is wound, signature, in presence of two witnesses. 
a plate mounted on one end of said central ALBERT S. HOWARD. 
member, and means between said plate and Witnesses: 
an adjacent end wall of the box for press- JosepH. P. McNALL, 
ing the plate toward the webbing, whereby ????. ?. ???F?. 


